
Project Firefly: Spring 2022 semester report

Purpose and Inspiration:

The purpose of this project is to create a drone light show experience as an alternative to
fireworks. The main issues with fireworks that we are trying to address are the pollution,
community impact, and cost. Fireworks exhume toxic metals into the air, and in turn, water
sources that people consume. After July 4th, it is fairly common for the AQI (air quality index) in
America to rise significantly to unhealthy levels1. In addition, the sound output of fireworks
shows negatively impacts the surrounding community. Neighborhoods around Disneyland and
Disneyworld complain of the nightly fireworks impacting sleep schedules, sending pets into
frenzies, and even shaking windows and shelves2. Furthermore, because fireworks are
single-use, the cost (both monetary and environmental) scales up with every show. Fireworks
can cost in the range of $1000-10,000 per show3. On the other hand, while drones can have a
high up-front cost, the per-show material cost is only the cost of charging the drones.

While there are other drone swarm light shows in existence, these are all large-scale and
targeted to large audiences. These are the systems by Disney and Intel, which have been used at
Disney World, the Olympics, and the Super Bowl. We are instead trying to build a smaller scale
system, something that could be used in the space of one’s backyard to entertain crowds in the
magnitude of 10-100 people. This is the space (in fireworks terms) that is between sparklers
and fireworks shows. In electronics terms, this is a similar space as a large movie showing.

We planned this project to be a three-semester long project. By the end of the third
semester, the goal is to have five drones of the swarm, with the assumption that scaling up from
five to fifty will require more logistical development than technological development. Past the
first three semesters, we intend to work on this project as a side project alongside our full time
work. This semester, we set out to bring up the technology needed for one drone within the
swarm.

Drone research:

The first part of this project was to learn more about quadcopters and to understand the
constraints we faced. The constraints we identified as factors to investigate were drone speed,
weight capacity, and ability to fly in windy conditions. Drone speed is important because it is the
limiting factor of
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Our original idea was to design a quadcopter with a diagonal length of 2-3 inches. We
believed that for this size of drone, we could design a PCB with tight integration of all drone
components, allowing us to have a low per-drone cost.

With the grants we received this semester, we purchased a variety of drones with
different sizes and powers. These drones were the INKPOT I064, DJI Mini 25, DJI Air 2S6, and a
custom racing drone. Originally, we only bought the INKPOT I06, which is a small drone that is
about the same size that we expected to design for. In addition, it used the same size brushed
DC motors we expected to design with. However, we quickly realized that it did not handle wind
well, so we decided to investigate bigger sized drones. We then identified two DJI drones, the
DJI Mini (~250g) and the DJI Air 2S (~500g). Both of these had solid wind resistance, but the
DJI Mini struggled to lift the payload that we were testing with. Because of this, we settled on a
racing drone model that an Olin community member recommended to us that uses similar
motors and propellers to the DJI Air 2S. This drone uses a STM32 based flight controller that we
can reprogram with our own firmware, and has a removable camera module to shave off weight.
Because of the open carbon fiber frame and accessible, reprogrammable electronics, this has
become our test platform. As we continue testing with these drones in future semesters, we will
gain a better understanding of which components will be viable for our final design.

In addition to using these drones to identify a test platform, we also used them to
play-test our experience. One key experiment this semester was designing the lighting solution
and validating that it would be visible from various distances and angles. Our lighting design
consisted of a group of 7 RGB LEDs, arranged in a tight circle. The intent of this was to create a
clear and distinct colored dot in the sky. We tested this outdoors around sunset, and were able
to validate that the LED array was visible from 300 feet away and 400 feet high.

Mesh Communication:

Communication is one of the key building blocks of the drone swarm. We originally
researched RF, Bluetooth Low Energy, and ZigBee for mesh communication. Unfortunately, RF
had issues with high power consumption, BLE had issues with price, and ZigBee had issues with
availability with the current silicon shortage. Later, though, we stumbled onto ultra-wideband for
communication. Ultra-wideband is the same technology used in 5G networking, and has
advantages of using low power and high bandwidth for short range communications, especially
when there is visual line of sight between transmitters. This works very well for our needs, as we
will mostly be flying our drones outdoors where there is little interference.

We settled on using Decawave’s UWB1000 ultra-wideband transceivers. To use these, we
developed a PCB that broke out the surface mount pads and mounted an Arduino Nano to the
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same board. This allowed us to use the Arduino’s SPI port to communicate with the UWB
transceiver. The first design is shown below.

Caption: Rev. 1 of the ultra-wideband PCB

However, this design had a flaw with the antenna. The PCB includes a copper
keep-out zone beneath the antenna, as specified by the KiCAD symbol. The datasheet specifies
that the antenna should have a keepout zone extending to the left and right of the antenna as
well. Having copper around the antenna changes the performance of the antenna, and we
noticed a dip in signal strength based on the orientation of the antennas. Because of this, the
next revision moved the antenna off of the side of the board, as recommended by the datasheet.
Our testing of this revision of the PCB showed significantly improved signal quality when the
PCBs were rotated 90 degrees and offset vertically from each other.



Caption: Rev. 2 of the ultra-wideband PCB. This revision contained all the computational
hardware to start prototyping the flight controller.

In addition, after our first test with the DJI mini, we realized that the weight of the original
PCB was too high. Because of this, we designed the second iteration to include the hardware of
the Arduino and less debugging tools to cut weight. Additionally, this includes all of the
computation hardware needed to build a custom flight controller, as we plan to in the future. And
while the debugging ports are taken off of this PCB, we can still use the first revision of the PCB
for development.

Localization:

We determined that the localization system needs to be accurate to the nearest 3 inches.
This is mostly driven by the size of the drones; this would allow us to be sure there is no contact
between the drones as well as give us a bit of buffer. In addition, the system needs to be
scalable to the magnitude of 50-100 drones. While our original project scope is for only 5
drones, the localization system is a core piece of the technology that we don’t want to
re-engineer when scaling the system up.

There are a multitude of methods we considered for localization. The first was a
vision-based motion capture system. This is a high-precision system that uses a set of cameras
to track the position of a retro-reflective marker. However, this system is too high-cost,
computation intensive, and not scalable. Similar ideas were thrown out using consumer-grade
cameras and the lights on the drones for being too computationally intensive and not scalable.

We then looked into methods of localization with range finding sensors. There were two
main options in this realm. The first was using Bluetooth Low Energy and its signal strength to
estimate the range, and the second was using time of flight measurements with ultra-wideband
chips. We decided to use the ultra-wideband solution for two reasons. The first reason was that
the ultra-wideband chips claimed to have more precise measurements in open space than
bluetooth. The second was more practical: we already planned to use ultra-wideband for the
communication, and using the same technology would allow us to consolidate the system into
one transceiver, decreasing the power consumption, system weight, and cost.

The UWB1000 datasheet recommends a variety of methods for localization, however, the
simplest is by using time of flight and the trilateration algorithm. This is similar to GPS; by
finding the range to three or more fixed points, we can triangulate the position of the drone.
Fortunately, we can use the same hardware for both the base stations and for the drone. We
tested this and calibrated the different time offsets required to perform accurate ranging
between modules. We were able to compute the range between modules to the nearest inch,
which clears our requirement for ranging accuracy and precision. However, we had an issue
where the noise performance is sub-optimal. In future semesters, we will develop filters for the
range signal.



We implemented the trilateration algorithm in a Jupyter notebook, and it passes all of the
edge case tests in software. Unfortunately, because we don’t yet have a clean signal out of the
modules, we have not tested trilateration with the final hardware.

Summary of work done:

● Drone research
○ Play tested multiple drones, validated the size requirements and light design
○ Found a viable test platform

● Communication
○ Validated UWB1000 chips ability for mesh communication
○ Wrote initial firmware for communication between multiple chips

● Localization
○ Validated UWB1000 ranging accuracy
○ Developed and tested trilateration algorithm

Next steps:

● Drone research
○ Integrate localization and design positioning control loop

● Communication
○ Develop a ROS bridge to allow communication from a computer to the embedded

chips on the drones
● Localization

○ Characterize noise of ranging, experiment with filtering out the noise
○ Robust design of base stations

Relevant materials:

● Github repository: https://github.com/wsh32/firefly
● Pitch deck:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/e/2PACX-1vQtPAPDjTLRFAKfPfZKdBbby1L0XH
Q4UiCgODDXgynsVFEuIkJX0nZWi3W4ebkM6Nh3yQGYHtcueLkr/pub?start=false&loop=
false

● Miro board: https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVOTY-mig=/?share_link_id=113881066704
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